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Peeling the 
layers to 

get to the 
core of 

your story.

Content Creation
Writing Services

Publishing Services
Website Design

Explainer Videos
Presentation Development

Storytelling

Our Services



PR, Promotion, Marketing 

Source Partnerships

Help Professionals Build a Personal Brand

Management and Oversight

Create Content

MarketAPeel sources promotional opportunities from third 
party sources and promotes clients on their various platforms

MarketAPeel sources partnerships with specialists and 
various professional agents to expand the brand

MarketAPeel helps professionals define and build their 
personal brand using a variety of media and services

MarketAPeel oversees the whole personal branding project to 
source opportunities, build client reputations, and meet goals

Create various types of content to tell a personal brand 
story with a consistent image and message

What MarketAPeel Does



Marketing, PR, 
and Promotion

Services



Marketing and Promotion

Brainstorming and Plan Development

Graphic Design

Photo Shoot

Media Kit & Press Releases

Create various graphics for social media posts and blogs

Photos of the author and the book for use in marketing promo materials

Design a media kit to submit to various agencies for PR or representation

Create a marketing plan for the promotion of the author and the book

Video Creation and Editing

Website Design

Advertising Design

A marketing and promotion plan includes a combination of the following services 
based on each individual’s unique needs for promotion to the marketplace. 
Pricing of these services is based on a monthly retainer to MarketAPeel based 
on budget, goals and timeline. Pricing of marketing services is separate from the 
pricing of writing services.

Design a website to promote the author and book using SEO tools

Design advertisments for digital and print advertising campaigns

Create videos to use for promotion, both animated and non-animated



Marketing and Promotion

Blogs and Bloggers

MarketAPeel Sites

MarketAPeel Magazine

Podcasts and Vlogs Creation

Podcasts and Vlogs Sourcing

Speaking Opportunities

MarketAPeel Social Media

Book Reviewers and Influencers

Social Media Management

Submit excerpts to bloggers who accept guest blog content

Post author articles and book excerpts on various MarketAPeel sites and blogs

Provide a column in various MarketAPeel Digital Magazines

Create, manage, and produce either a podcast or vlog for the author

Source third party podcasts and vlogs to interview the author

Source local speaking opportunities
Source a speaking agent for experienced speakers / authors

Post author content on various MarketAPeel social media platforms

Source appropriate book reviewers and social media influencers for the author

Manage author’s social media platforms and build an authentic following



The Promotion Process

The Plan

The Digital Footprint

During the discovery phase MarketAPeel will help determine a plan 
of action to ensure the story is being told to the right audience on the 
right platforms. A formal marketing plan will be created at this time to 
ensure clear communication of expectations.

After assessing the current digital footprint, MarketAPeel will ensure 
a footprint is designed to connect the digital platforms and make it 
easier for people to navigate through the story. This included, web-
site design, social media platforms, third party sites, and directories.

Various types of content will be created and the footprint managed 
based on the goals and objectives outlined in the plan.

The PR
Media kits will be created and sent to various third party sites, 
including: Traditional news, influencers, magazines, podcast-
ers, vloggers, and bloggers. Press releases will be sent out 
around any news worthy event. 

MarketAPeel will provide promotion on their platforms includ-
ing: Social media, blogs, digital magazine, email lists, and 
future promotional channels, ie podcast, vlog, anthologies.

The Team
MarketAPeel will help source third party agents and assign in-
house team members to ensure client’s are attracting opportunities 
to promote themselves and grow their personal brands.



Book 
Writing and 

Publishing 
Services



The Writing Process

The Concept

The Discovery

MarketAPeel will meet to discuss the concept
Do you want it to be an informational book, a workbook, or a mix?
Do you want to use graphics or photos in the manuscript?
How do you picture the book?

During the discovery process MarketAPeel will help the author:

Collect any online content generated in the past
Create an outline and questions
Interview the author and other parties involved
Develop a calendar and task deadline schedule
Source independent research on the topic
Research the topic to discover what people are talking about

The Writing or Editing
Either MarketAPeel will ghost write using recorded interviews 
to write copy in the author’s unique voice or will edit and revise 
copy provided by the client.

MarketAPeel Identifies any concepts not fully communicated 
and ask probing questions to flesh out the story more.

The Beta Readers
Send the author and the beta reader team, proof copies to ensure 
the manuscript is complete, doesn’t have holes, is clear and 
understandable. Any issues identified at this point will be corrected



Ghost Writing Process

The method I use most often to help people write their blogs and books is recording 
interviews with them and then rewriting their words into understandable text because 
it saves client’s time and I am able to write in their voice using their language structure 
and vocabulary. 

When we speak, it does not transcribe directly into a readable product. The grammar 
is wrong, there are tangents of thought, and we do not delve into enough detail to be 
comprehensive in the written word. My job is to make what people say make sense on 
paper and flesh out their ideas. I do this by asking more questions and when possible, 
creating stories or imagery to explain concepts.

To give you an example of this process, I took the first nine minutes and four seconds 
of Duncan Wardle’s Ted Talk, transcribed it, then revised it, edited it, and fleshed it out 
to make it a readable product. Take a moment to listen to the Ted Talk to fully under-
stand the difference between his presentation and the text. 

See next section of information package for the text and video.

Consolidate course and workshop materials to ghost write a 
organized textbook of your expertise.

Consolidate vlogs, podcasts and other recordings to ghost 
write a consolidated work of your content in your words.

Organize and fleshout blogs and other written work to ghost 
write a logical book of your written content..

Other Methods Available:

How I took a Ted Talk and Wrote an Article. 



The Self Publishing Process

Proofreader

Layout & Cover

Publish

Marketing

Once the manuscript has gone through the Beta Reading process and is ready for the 
next steps, the book can go through a self-publishing process to get to market as fast 
as possible. 

To ensure all grammar, punctuation, etc is correct, a professional 
proofreader and grammar specialist will polish up the final 
manuscript

MarketAPeel will create the final manuscript layout to ensure 
pages are printed out correctly and design the cover
Author will approve to move onto the next step.

MarketAPeel will register the book to secure an ISBN. After which, 
the files will be uploaded to the Amazon system and set up for print 
on demand publishing, e-book, and an audio version (if desired).
Other non-Amazon channels will be utilized when appropriate

MarketAPeel will create a marketing plan of action, content to post 
on social media, blogs, and websites, plus promote the book on 
their multiple platforms. 
(Traditional publishers no longer guarantee full marketing services)



Traditional Publishing

The Process of Finding an Agent

Finding a Publishing House

1. MarketAPeel will write a query letter
2. MarketAPeel will create the non-fiction book proposal
3. MarketAPeel will research agents based on certain criteria
4. MarketAPeel will submit the query letters and book proposals
5. MarketAPeel will interview agents to determine the best ‘fit’

For more information on finding an agent, this article is conprehensive: 
https://www.janefriedman.com/find-literary-agent/

MarketAPeel can help source a literary agent to sell the book to 
tradtitional publishing agencies.The process of finding an agent can be 
short or extremely long. There is no way of knowing in advance because 
it is a highly subjective process based on a number of variables and 
there are no guarantees an agent will be secured or a publishing house 
will purchase the book. 

Once a literary agent has been found, he or she will pitch the book to 
the publishers to sell it. Publishers are looking for books they can take 
to the bank by easily selling ten to twenty thousand copies. 

The length of time this process will take is dependent on time to find 
an agent, then the time to sell the book idea to a publishing house and 
finally, the publishing house’s publishing production calender. There is 
very little control over this process and it takes a longer period of time.



Option Three - Assisted Self-Publishing

Option One - Mixed Publishing

Option Two - Traditional Publishing
MarketAPeel will create the book proposal and query letter, to 
be approved before submitting them to agents. The benefit of 
traditional publishing is long time expertise and relationships with 
bookstore buyers. 

Traditional publishers will have their own editors, layout design-
ers, cover artists and relationships with industry leaders and 
media. They do not always provide marketing services. This 
publishing model will take longer and there is no guarantee an 
agent will pick up the book or a publisher will buy and publish it. 

The self-publishing model enables a book to be in the market-
place within 6-8 months. MarketAPeel will create marketing 
content and a media kit to promote the book. The benefit of self 
publishing is more control over the process, more control over 
the content of the book, faster to market, and more money per 
book sold for the author.

MarketAPeel will provide the editing, layout design, cover art, a 
traditional publisher would provide, PLUS full marketing services. 

Types of books: Print, audio, ebook, flipbook

Self publish one book on a narrow topic to ensure a book is in 
the market and prove to traditional publishers the author is 
marketable. Work on a second broader topic book once a 
traditional publisher has picked up the author

Publishing Options



Portfolio 
and Writing 

Example



Portfolio

Online Portfolio: 
Social Media, Video, Writing, and More.
www.shannonpeel.com/portfolio
 

Websites: 
Designed and ghost writtenblog posts.
 
Business Stories Blog 
IoT Economist Site 
MarketAPeel Agency 

Social Media
LinkedIn:
Personal LinkedIn Profile 
MarketAPeel LinkedIn Profile
Biz Dev Plus LinkedIn Profile
IoT Economist LinkedIn Profile

Twitter:
Personal Twitter Profile
Biz Dev Plus Profile
Winflex Health Solutions Profile
Iot Economist Profile

Facebook
Shannon Peel Author Profile 
MarketAPeel Profile 

Instagram
MarketAPeel Profile



First 9 Minutes of  Duncan 
Wardel’s Ted Talk

Remember when you were a kid sitting around the Christmas tree with your siblings and it was all 
about who was getting the biggest present? One year, I thought I’d secure Lightening McQueen 
God-Uncle status when I bought my nephew the metallic Lightening McQueen bike. On Christmas  
morning there was this huge box under the tree for him to drag out. It was one of those moments 
where you are excited even though you know what’s in the box because you just can’t wait to see 
the kid’s reaction when he sees the bike. Well, my nephew ripped the paper off the box and we 
help him take the bicycle out, and do you know what he played with? 

The box. 

He had a blast. He played with it until it fell apart. The box was anything he wanted it to be, a fort, a 
castle, a rocket ship, even a Barbie’s house. That Christmas, I was the Box God-Uncle, sorry 
Lightening McQueen.  

Do you remember a time when you were six years old and you saw all the possibilities a box held? 
What happened? Well, at some point in your life someone pointed a finger at you and said, “You’re 
not creative.” You heard this once, twice, three times, from the people you love, you admire, and 
know, so they must be right - You aren’t creative. At that moment, the box became just a box and 
imaginitive play was put away in the basement with all your childhood memories.

Children are creative because they are curious and think expansively. Then as they grow, they start 
to think reductively because education teaches us to look for one right answer and 
corporations instill a fear of failure into us. As adults, we play it safe and then one day, we stop 
playing altogether. Obviously, as adults, we can’t play all the time, however, when we are looking 
for big ideas, we need to be able to access our imagination. 

Where are you when you get your best ideas? Do your best ideas show up at work? Or do you 
come up with amazing ideas when you are in the shower, driving the car, on a walk, or running? 
You aren’t alone. Almost everyone gets their best ideas while doing something else besides being 
at work because the majority of work environments are not conducive to creative thought. 

Watch the Ted talk: https://youtu.be/_8MwiGYzlyg



Does this story sound familiar?

“Jane.” 

Jane looks up from her computer to see her boss standing over her and he doesn’t look happy. 
“We need to talk about this email conversation you and Fred have been having.” Jane’s stomach 
drops into her feet and heat from the shame furnace slathers her in a layer of sweat. Jane knows 
this is not good news. 

After having the riot act read to her, Jane is furious with Fred. She storms to his desk and in a 
voice she knows is way too loud says, “I can’t believe you blind copied my boss on that email. 
I’m never working with you again.” She turns on her heel before he can say anything back and 
storms out of the office looking for the nearest sanctuary - her favourite coffee shop. She buys 
a cappuccino, sits down holding the warm cup in her ice-cold hands and breathes. She slowly 
breathes in and then slowly, releases it. She does this a number of times and as she relaxes, the 
best killer one-liner she wished she’d used when confronting Fred pops into her head, rapidly 
followed by what she should have said to her boss to explain the full context of the email. 

When we are at work the same thing happens to our creative thought as when we are in the 
middle of an arguement. It gets shut out.

When you are at work, you are crafting emails, scheduling meetings, talking with somebody, and 
you hear yourself say, “I don’t have time to think.” When you don’t have time to think, you can’t 
come up with those killer one-liners you’d love to use during arguments. You also can’t come up 
with those big ideas to help propel the organization forward. When we are busy we are using our 
busy beta brain, which makes quick decisions, good decisions, and informed decisions. Sounds 
good, right? It isn’t good for creative thought because when you are using the busy beta brain, 
you are only using 13% of your brain, the other 87% is locked behind the door to your 
subconscious. 

The subconscious holds every memory you ever had, every bicycle ride, every meal you’ve 
eaten, every texture you’ve felt, every person you’ve kissed, even the ones you choose to forget 
who keep popping up on Facebook. Everything. It is all back there behind the subconscious door 
as unrelated stimuli. These experiences could create connections to build new ideas, however, 
when you hear yourself say, “I’m too busy to think,” the door slams shut and locks. You can’t have 
that big idea when it is closed. 

How do you solve this problem in a work environment? 



To open the door, start with an energizer at your brainstorming sessions, notice I said sessions and 
not meetings? Words, like emotions, have the power to trigger the automatic door closing 
mechanism. When you use an energizer, it puts people back into the shower and gets them 
laughing, which opens up the door to our other three brains. 

Thoughtful Theta 

Have you ever heard the expression, when the penny drops? It is that eureka moment when 
Thoughtful Theta hits you on the side of the head with a big idea.  

Thomas Edison, who had a lot of big ideas and more inventions and patents than anyone in the 
USA, practiced using his Thoughtful Theta brain to come up with big ideas. He would sit in his 
armchair at night, put a notepad and pen beside him, place a penny between his knees, and a tin 
tray on the floor. As he fell asleep, his knees would relax, the penny would fall onto the tray, and 
the sound would wake him up. At that point, he’d grab the pen and notepad to write whatever he 
was thinking about.  

Salvador Dali would sit at his easel until he fell asleep and promptly fell on the floor, then he would 
sketch whatever he was dreaming about. You have to wonder what the guy was smoking while 
sitting at the easel, still, he was a very successful painter with some uniquely creative ideas. 

If you get your best ideas before you fall asleep, or right when you wake up, keep a notepad and 
pen by the bed for those dreamy delta waves at 2:30 or 7:00 in the morning and you can solve 
world peace. The only problem with Thoughtful Theta, is you have to be asleep and you can’t 
always remember what the idea was in the morning, unless you wrote it down.

Amazing Alpha is Best for Creativity at Work.   

Edward de Bono said, your brain is like a mountain and each new raindrop that falls onto your 
head is filled with one of life’s experiences. Over time, streams of recognition appear and you learn 
to read and write. You learn to count. You learn to sing. Over time, the streams turn into a river. 

I started working at Disney 30 years ago, the last 25 of those years I was in the Public Relations 
department. How wide, fast, and deep do you think my river of thinking on the topic of Disney is 
compared to yours? You have your own experience river, which enables you to make quick and 
informed decisions, however, this river of experience is your biggest barrier to innovation. Have 
you ever tried to cross a very fast, very wide, very deep river without a bridge, rope, or boat?



Rivers are natural roads, used by explorers and indigenous people the world over. The water 
runs in relatively narrow channels with predictable paths through the landscape taking you only 
where the current goes. What happens when the waters run over the banks and flood the 
lowlands around them? Well, when the waters recede the landscape is changed. If the water was 
high enough and the torrent fast enough, the river channel itself can have changed course, cutting 
off one section in favour of a new direction.  

I was doing some creative and innovative thinking work for Ford, you know Ford, the big automo-
bile company who has been around for over 100 years. How wide, deep, and fast do you think their 
river on automotive manufacturing and design is? The banks of this river have had over 100 years 
to develop into canyon like proportions. I’m talking the Grand Canyon. Ford’s biggest challenge is 
they know how to make a motor car. They know where the brakes are, where the steering wheel 
goes, and could draw one blind folded in their sleep. Now, here comes Google and Apple trying to 
expand into the car manufacturing market and they’ve never made a car before. Their inexperience 
is their best advantage because their river channel is shallow and unfixed, so it can go anywhere. 
They can see over the banks and steer their ideas to places Ford cannot see. Our River of 
experience and thinking is a massive barrier to innovation and creativity.  

 
Naïve Experts 

I want to encourage you to bring naive experts into every brainstorming session you run because 
they will help you see things differently. They won’t solve your challenges for you, but they will ask 
questions your experts will be too embarrassed to ask. They will throw out an audacious idea the 
experts will be too proud to throw out. They will help your experts see the problem from a different 
mountain peak. 

At Disney, we were having a brainstorming session to plan Hong Kong Disneyland. I invited all the 
Disney Imagineer Architects to help design a new retail dining and entertainment complex AND I 
invited the Executive Chef, who was from Hong Kong, as my naive expert. What does an 
Executive Chef from Hong Kong know about designing a building? Nothing. At one point during the 
session, I gave them seven seconds to draw a house. All the Imagineer Architects drew a box, with 
a door, square windows, and a triangle on top. Exactly what any Western World raised individual 
would expect a house to look like because our river of experience tells us, that is what a house 
looks like. Now the Chef’s house was different from all the Disney Imagineers houses. His house 
was drawn using dim sum architecture, which none of us had ever seen before. It was a dim sum 
dish with a steam ball and a prawn ball inside it. Everybody laughed because they realized they’d 
stayed in their river of thinking and the Chef gave them permission to get out of the river and 
consider audacious architecture designs. If any company in the world can consider audacious 



architecture, it is the Walt Disney Company. Someone placed a post-it-note saying, Distinctly 
Disney, Authentically Chinese, on the Chef’s picture. Seven years later, the strategic brand 
positioning for the Shanghai Disney Resort was Distinctly Disney, Authentically Chinese. 

When you are trying to solve a challenge, invite a naive expert who doesn’t know what you are 
working on. They won’t solve your challenge, but they will say or do something that will get you out 
of your river of thinking to see beyond the banks to new horizons. 

Time: 9:04. 



Creating MarketAPeel 
A Personal Branding Workbook 

More informationand free excerpt:
www.shannonpeel.com/book 

APeeling Magazine
A digital magazine for client promotion

More informationand free excerpt:
www.marketapeel.agency/apeeling

Pushers of the Possible
Ghostwriting

More informationand free excerpt:
www.marketapeel.agency/anthonygruppo

#ThatsLife
A novel

More informationand free excerpt:
www.shannonpeel.com/chicklit

Published works



Pricing 
options



Pricing Options

Reduce Profit Sharing Option
For assisted self publishing, with every additional upfront payment of $5 000, 
the residual profit sharing from book sales is reduced by 10%.

1. Concept planning, discovery, interviewing, and content development
2. Ghost writing
3. Editing
4. Layout and cover design
5. Publishing

1-5 : Upfront - $5 000 plus 50% of net sales* 

1. Media kit, researching and sourcing a Literary Agent
2. Concept planning, discovery, interviewing, and content development
3. Ghost writing

1:  Upfront $5 000 
2-3: Upfront $20 000 

Separate from book pricing and available as a stand alone option
Marketing and promotion of the author and book
Specific marketing items based on the author’s unique needs
Pricing is monthly and includes plan, content creation, and promotion

Pricing is based on your budget and marketing goals.
        $1000 - $5000 / month retainer (minimum 6 months)

MarketAPeel Assisted Self-Publishing Option:

MarketAPeel Assisted Traditional Publish Option: 

MarketAPeel Marketing and Promotion Options

* Monthly finance options available for upfront payments



Contact
Information

Shannon Peel
1 778 839 0521
shannon@shannonpeel.com

www.marketapeel.agency


